New Products BY SHEILA SANTIAGO / SSANTIAGO@SAFNOW.ORG

CONSOlING SOLUTIONS

BEREAVEMENT BOTTLE
Tear bottles are versatile gifts to express feelings after losing a loved one. Each bottle makes a beautiful keepsake to treasure the dearly departed’s memory; it could hold ashes, a lock of hair, dried flowers, a prayer, or another personal memento. (606) 388-2900 > TimelessTraditionsGifts.com

A WARM HUG
Celebrating a life lived is more than a tribute when it includes a treasured memory gift. The sympathy blanket can be displayed on an easel at a funeral service. Design a personalized floral tribute to accompany the comforting quilt. Easily removed for a family member to take home and wrap themselves in comfort. (765) 973-9600 > IFD-inc.org/member-list

LADY GUADALUPE
Intricately handcrafted and made from metals including nickel, copper, and brass, the Lady of Guadalupe is an ornament to adorn a windowsill in memory of lost loved ones. Each piece includes a recycled gift box with a silver ribbon. (800) 571-0133 > PilgrimImports.com

SHAPe SHIftERS
Oasis Floral Products’ molded forms help you create personalized sympathy items, be it in the shape of a football, police badge, shamrock, or even a tractor. Oasis’ Scenic Shapes, available in 13 shapes, make it easy and cost-effective to design dynamic pieces. (800) 321-8286 > OasisFloralProducts.com

SWEET CHANSON
This heart-shaped stone piece, ideal for the garden, will offer a tender memory every time the wind blows. It stands 12 inches high and reads, “You’re gone but not forgotten. We’ll never be apart. Your memory is a treasure, I keep within my heart.” > Roman.com

COmFORT CROSS
Quarried in the Holy Land, this 4-inch Jerusalem stone has been chiseled into two crosses: one to place in the casket and the other for loved ones to keep as a token of remembrance. (800) 952-3412 > HolyLandStone.com

SWEET CHANSON
This heart-shaped stone piece, ideal for the garden, will offer a tender memory every time the wind blows. It stands 12 inches high and reads, “You’re gone but not forgotten. We’ll never be apart. Your memory is a treasure, I keep within my heart.” > Roman.com

ONS ANGEL WINGS
Metal angel wings provide an unforgettable easel for a funeral piece. Standing 30 inches high, these wings seem to encapsulate the deceased with a hug. After the service, the family can hang this piece to commemorate their loved one’s passing > NapcoImports.com

SOOTHING STONES
When it’s hard to find the words to say, this collection of stones can help. Etched with short scriptures, each offers an encouraging proverb to help people get through difficult times. The stones are perfect for carrying in a purse or pocket. (855) 544-3226 > DEMDACO.com
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